How to
Defeat a
Monster
By
Beowulf

Weaponry
Weapons must be chosen wisely and you must and
most importantly take good care of them. You must
have had used a sword before. After every battle
your weapon must be cleaned due to the conditions of
the blood and rust that could stain it. You must be
strong enough to hold a sword and shield in each hand
because they could be quiet heavy. You will also need
weapons such as knives, axes, daggers and maybe
even a bow and arrow.

Armour
Your armour will have to be heavy enough and
suitable for moving in a flexible way. It must be
washable and comfortable enough in battle and
afterwards. Your armour must be strong enough to
survive while fighting a monster. Your armour must
also be washed after every battle. This is because of
the disgusting smell and stained blood and rust over
it. Your armour could be water and fire proof if not it
won’t matter as long as you can fight in it.

Preparing for battle
Preparing for battle means if you are strong enough
and how to get strong enough. Preparing for battle
also means how you would say your goodbyes. First of
all to get fit enough you will have to do lots of
exercise and eat healthy food so things like carrots,
peas, parsnips and stew. Saying your goodbyes is one
of the hard parts it’s hard because you might not
see your family again. So saying your goodbyes would
have to be sent through a letter or said face to face.

Strategy
The strategy is like the plan so where to hide and
when to force into battle. Hiding in bushes and
trees gives you a massive advantage with stealth
and ambushing. Bushes can help with not being
seen and trees help with the height so they can’t
see you. So that’s the two spots where I
recommend hiding.

Beasts you may encounter
Some of the horrific monsters you could come
across are THE THREE TOUNGED LIZARD,

THE BBG/THE BIG BAD GIANT, THE EIGHT
EYED MONKEY and the most dreaded of all THE
KING DIPOLODOCOLUS!

Taking Care of Yourself
To take care of yourself you have to be aware at
all times say a volcano was going to erupt you
would have to be aware of the noises. Another
meaning of taking care of yourself is knowing if
you’ve been betrayed or not so you will have to
take care of yourself by being aware AGAIN.

How to choose your battles and
secure your rewards
Choosing your battle is hard in a way because you
will have to know if the monster is worth fighting
or not because you might not be ready to fight a
monster more powerful than you. If you know you
can win go ahead and battle the monster but if
you think it’s risky maybe leave it for another day.
Also will you get paid the amount you got
promised?

